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Often conceived as a connection between earth and sky, birds
of prey were, and continue to be, important social actors
among Indigenous groups in the US Southwest and Mexican
Northwest (SW/NW). Research exploring methods to track
individual raptors could allow us to better understand whether
and how people moved raptor parts across the landscape—and
to perceive intricacies of human and raptor life in the past.
Ethnographic and historical accounts of Pueblo communities have emphasized their use of raptors
rs in ritual. People often
took birds from the wild and kept them
m in captivity until they,
their feathers, their bones, or their talons
ns were needed (pages
27–28). Excavations have uncovered thee remains of numerous
raptors from diverse contexts (see imagee from Canyon del
Muerto on page 30). Given the symbolic
ic and ritual significance
of raptors across the SW/NW, did communities
munities maintain
exchange networks for raptors and theirr parts at local or
regional scales?
To address that question, archaeologists
ists need methods to
track and match parts from individual raptors
aptors so we can determine whether groups of people were exchanging
hanging goods made
from raptor bones—in other words, we need the ability to
tell whether raptor bones came from onee or multiple
individuals, despite being found at different
rent locations.

Tracking bones from an individual requires the development
of tailored methods. Traditionally, the methods for identifying
individual animals in the field of zooarchaeology have focused
on counting the specific types of bones present in certain areas,
but those methods do not apply for reconstructing people’s
exchange of bird bones among locations.
More recent techniques, such as ancient DNA (aDNA) analysis, could be better developed and used successfully to identify
individual animals from
mixed collections
of bone.

» For example, did people from sitee A capture
and keep a juvenile eagle, raising it until
near adulthood when its feathers were fully
developed?
» Was the eagle then dispatched, and
nd its wing bones crafted
into two flutes? Did people at sitee A keep one flute for
themselves but then travel to site B and exchange the
second flute for other goods? Did
d site B’s residents then
use the flute there and eventually decommission it?
» Years later, archaeologists find thee flute when excavating site B. Our goal is to find a technique
echnique for determining whether flutes at site A and B came from the
same bird.

Right: Golden Eagle. Far right: Bald Eagle.
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Such methods are expensive, though, and
rely on molecules that are sensitive to
preservation issues.
We are currently exploring a costeffective method to track individual
raptors using stable isotope analysis (see,
for example, page 26), which produces a
record of an animal’s diet in tissues such
as bones or feathers. Stable isotope analysis may have promising applications for
identifying individuals in archaeological
assemblages by recognizing variation in
diet between individual birds.
Finding a suitable method for tracking
individual raptors may help answer largescale research questions regarding the
economics of ritualized goods in the SW/
NW. We could begin
to understand whether
certain areas were production centers where
people obtained birds,
areas where they cleaned
or processed parts of
the animals, areas where
specialists made objects
from the birds, or areas
from which people
traded bird items (or any
combination of those).

Above left: Miranda LaZar
sampling raptor bone for
stable isotope analysis at the
Museum of Southwestern
Biology’s Division of Birds.
Left: A desiccated Golden
Eagle recovered during Earl
Morris’s work in Canyon del
Muerto, 1923–1932. I MAGE
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Opposite page: Adult Accipiter cooperii, Cooper's Hawk, Wellton, Yuma County, Arizona. I MAGE
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